Habitat sweet habitat for
teachers
If you slow down and look closely, you’ll find creatures big and small…
Task 1
notebook (per student)
paddlepop sticks
magnifying glasses

Task 2
Task 3
sound recording equipment see p.8 of Wildlife Nest Box
and editing software (may be notebook and pencil (per
an iPhone/iPad app)
student)

Task 1: Who's home?
Learning intention: Survey for habitats in two environments

Prepare!

Prepare a tally book to record survey data (see below)
Explore!

Take students out of the classroom and into a natural environment - this may even be
the school garden or veggie patch.
Survey!

Ask the students to sit down quietly and listen and watch the grass, shrubs and trees
for any form of animal activity. Students will most likely see birds, but they may see
insects if they focus on a small area on the ground, on a shrub, or on the bark of a
tree. Focus on the ground. Ask students to safely sift between the grass blades, lift up
sticks, leaves and/ or rocks to see if there are any insects present. Be sure to return
anything lifted up or disturbed to its original state. Students may find insects, and see
reptiles such as common garden skinks.
Record!

As students engage in their survey, tally the number of habitats found (classified as
natural or man-made) and record the activity in each of those microhabitats.

Students draw a summary field sketch of their surroundings showing all the animals
found here and how they interact with their environment OR an animal interacting with
its habitat in detail.
Repeat!

Repeat the survey in the Cumberland Plain Woodland by using the Virtual Woodland
Wander. Click on the hotspots to discover the plants and animals found in the
woodland.
Discuss!

Engage students in class discussion on the similarities and differences in habitats
between the two environments surveyed. You may record these similarities and
differences as a Venn diagram.
Links to other tasks:
This task may form a part of students’ ongoing nature journals (see Topic 1 Activity 1 )
The drawings students produce may be added to the class mural of the Cumberland
Plain Woodland (See Topic 1 Activity 2)
Data collection template:

Task 2: Habitat soundboard
Discuss!

Using student observations from Task 1 , discuss the ways animals use the Cumberland
Plain Woodland as habitat.
Create!

In groups, students create a soundboard of different animals’ activities in the
woodland.
Play!

Each group plays their soundboard to the class who try and guess the animal, what it
is doing in the woodland, and which vegetation layer this activity is occurring in.
Note: Soundboards can be used in conjunction with audio commentary (see Topic 1 ).

Task 3: Build your own habitat
Learning intention: Construct a habitat in your school grounds.

Discuss!

Discuss with students how preserving 'old growth’ Cumberland Plain Woodland is
important due to the presence of natural tree hollows found in mature and dead trees.
Show!

Show students videos of hollows being occupied: for example
Powerful owl chick
Ringtail possum
Construct!

Engage students in a class project to construct and install an artificial ‘hollow’ on your
school grounds.
Instructions for building a wildlife nest box can be found here
Survey!

Once installed, periodically survey the nest box for usage. Students may keep a longterm data sheet, tallying observations of different animals using the next box (see
below).
Data collection template:

